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ABSTRACT

We report the discovery of two super-Earth-sized planets transiting the bright (V=8.94, K=7.07) nearby late
G-dwarf HD3167, using data collected by the K2 mission. The inner planet, HD3167b, has a radius of 1.6 R⊕
and an ultra-short orbital period of only 0.96 days. The outer planet, HD3167c, has a radius of 2.9 R⊕ and orbits
its host star every 29.85 days. At a distance of just 45.8±2.2 pc, HD3167 is one of the closest and brightest stars
hosting multiple transiting planets, making HD 3167 b and c well suited for follow-up observations. The star is
chromospherically inactive with low rotational line-broadening, ideal for radial velocity observations to measure
the planets’ masses. The outer planet is large enough that it likely has a thick gaseous envelope that could be
studied via transmission spectroscopy. Planets transiting bright, nearby stars like HD3167 are valuable objects to
study leading up to the launch of the James Webb Space Telescope.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Transiting exoplanets are benchmark objects. Like an
eclipsing binary star, a transiting exoplanet offers unique
opportunities for a rich variety of follow-up studies due to its
favorable orbital geometry. It is possible to measure a planet’s
fundamental bulk properties like mass and radius (e.g., Dai
et al. 2015; Gettel et al. 2016), study its atmosphere
photometrically or spectroscopically (Diamond-Lowe
et al. 2014; Knutson et al. 2014; Kreidberg et al. 2014), and
measure the alignment between the planet’s orbit and the host
star’s spin axis (e.g., Sanchis-Ojeda et al. 2012).

More so than eclipsing binary stars, transiting exoplanets are
difficult to detect. Wide-field ground-based transit surveys have
detected hundreds of hot Jupiters (e.g., Hay et al. 2016), but the
sensitivity of these surveys falls off quickly at longer orbital
periods (Gaudi et al. 2005) and smaller planet radii
(Gaudi 2005). Space telescopes like NASA’s Kepler observa-
tory (Koch et al. 2010), with smaller fields of view but better
photometric precision have been highly successful at detecting
small planets (Coughlin et al. 2016; Morton et al. 2016), but
these planets typically orbit faint stars due to the narrow survey
design. Kepler revolutionized our knowledge of exoplanets, but
only a handful of Kepler’s discoveries orbit stars bright enough
for detailed follow-up observations. In its extended K2 mission,
Kepler is surveying a larger area of sky and is finding more
exciting planets suitable for follow-up observations (Crossfield
et al. 2015), but planets transiting stars brighter than 9th
magnitude remain a rare prize. Pencil-beam ground-based
transit surveys like MEarth (Irwin et al. 2015), APACHE
(Sozzetti et al. 2013), and TRAPPIST (Gillon et al. 2013) have
found what are likely among the best planets in the sky for

atmospheric characterization, but the number of transiting
planets detected by those surveys to date is small enough to
count on one hand (Charbonneau et al. 2009; Berta-Thompson
et al. 2015; Gillon et al. 2016). Today, planets transiting the
brightest known host stars in the sky were uncovered by years
or decades of precise radial velocity (RV) measurements (Winn
et al. 2011; Dragomir et al. 2013; Motalebi et al. 2015). While
RV searches have been fruitful, the observations are challen-
ging, the surveys require many nights over many years on large
telescopes, and the success rate of finding transiting planets
is low.
NASA’s TESS mission (Ricker et al. 2015), an all-sky space-

based transit survey, is expected to address the need for planets
transiting bright host stars by discovering hundreds of the
nearest and brightest transiting exoplanets in the sky (Sullivan
et al. 2015), but TESS will not begin collecting data until early
2018. There is an immediate need for small planets transiting
bright stars that can be studied before the launch of missions
like TESS and the James Webb Space Telescope ( JWST). The
lessons learned from these first planets to be examined in detail
will help inform decisions about how to use resources like
JWST to efficiently learn about exoplanets.
Here, we announce the discovery of two super-Earth-sized

planets transiting the bright (V=8.94, K=7.07) nearby
dwarf star HD3167 using data from the K2 mission. The inner
planet, HD3167b, is a 1.6 R⊕ super-Earth that orbits its host
every 0.96 days. HD3167b has likely lost most of any
atmosphere it once possessed due to the intense radiation
environment in its short-period orbit (Sanchis-Ojeda et al.
2014). The outer planet, HD3167c, orbits in a 29.85 day
period, and with a radius of 2.9 R⊕ likely has a thick gaseous
envelope. The host star is both bright enough in visible
wavelengths for precise RV follow-up to measure the planets’
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masses, and bright enough in infrared wavelengths to spectro-
scopically interrogate HD3167c’s atmosphere. In
Section 2,we describe our observations of HD3167, our data
reduction, and our analysis. In Section 3, we describe our
statistical validation of the planet candidates, and in Section 4,
we discuss the HD3167 planets and their importance in the
context of the thousands of known transiting exoplanets.

2. OBSERVATIONS AND ANALYSIS

2.1. K2 Light Curve

Kepler observed HD3167 between 2016 January 3 and
March 23 during Campaign 8 of its K2 mission. We identified
two planet candidates transiting HD3167 after processing
pixel-level data to produce a light curve, removing systematic
effects due to Kepler’s unstable pointing (Vanderburg &
Johnson 2014), and searching for planets using a Box Least
Squares periodogram search (Kovács et al. 2002; Vanderburg
et al. 2016). We extracted the light curve from a photometric
aperture shaped like the image of the star on the detector, with
an average radius of about 20″. After identifying the transits,
we reprocessed the raw K2 light curve to remove systematics
while simultaneously fitting for stellar variability and the two
planets’ transit signals (Vanderburg et al. 2016). The noise
level in the first half of the K2 light curve is a Kepler-like
10 ppm per six hours, but the second half of the light curve is
about 80% noisier, likely due to Keplerʼs more erratic motion
during that part of the campaign when the median point-to-
point motion increased from 0 13 to 0 29. The full K2 light
curve is shown in Figure 1.

We measured transit parameters by fitting the two transit
signals in the K2 light curve with Mandel & Agol (2002)
models using a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)algo-
rithm with an affine invariant ensemble sampler (Goodman &
Weare 2010). Our model has 14 free parameters: two quadratic
limb darkening coefficients (using the q1 and q2 parameteriza-
tion from Kipping 2013), the uncertainty of each photometric
data point in the first and second halves of the campaign, and
for each planet the orbital period, transit time, cosine of orbital
inclination ( icos ), planet to star radius ratio (Rp/Rå), and scaled
semimajor axis (a/Rå). We assumed a circular orbit for the

Figure 1. K2 light curve of HD3167. Top: the full K2 light curve. Both the numerous, shallow transits of HD3167b and three deeper transits of HD3167c are
evident in the light curve by eye. Bottom left: K2 light curve (gray dots) phase folded on the transits of HD3167b, and best-fit transit model (thick purple line).
Bottom right: K2 light curve (gray dots) phase folded on the transits of HD3167c, and best-fit transit model (thick purple line).

(The data used to create this figure are available.)

Table 1
The Best Known Planets for Transit Transmission Spectroscopy

Planet RP (R⊕) Predicted S/Na Discovery

1. GJ 1214 b 2.85±0.20 3.9c MEarth
2. GJ 3470 b 3.88±0.32 1.9c RV
3. 55 Cnc e 1.91±0.08 1.6 RV
4. HD 97658 b 2.25±0.10 1.1c RV
5. HD3167c -

+2.85 0.15
0.24 1.0b K2

Notes.
a The signal-to-noise ratios for transmission spectroscopy per transit are given
relative to HD3167c. We note that the predicted signal-to-noise ratios for the
five planets listed here are all calculated assuming low mean molecular weight
atmospheres.
b Planet mass used in the S/N calculation estimated using the relation given by
Weiss & Marcy (2014).
c The transmission spectra of these planets are flat, indicating either obscuring
clouds/haze layers, or atmospheres with high molecular weights.
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inner planet, and imposed a prior on the mean stellar density
(from the stellar mass and radius calculated in Section 2.2) to
constrain the scaled semimajor axis. We accounted for Keplerʼs
29.4 minute long-cadence integration time by oversampling the
model light curve by a factor of 30 and performing a
trapezoidal integration. We sampled the parameter space with
150 walkers evolved over 50,000 stepsand discarded the first
40,000 steps as “burn-in.” A calculation of the Gelman–Rubin
potential scale reduction factors for each parameter (all below

1.2) confirmed the MCMC fit had converged. The transit light
curves are shown in the bottom panels of Figure 1 along with
the best-fit model. Transit parameters and uncertainties are
listed in Table 2.

2.2. Spectroscopy

We observed HD3167 with the Tillinghast Reflector Echelle
Spectrograph (TRES) on the 1.5 m telescope at the Fred L.

Table 2
System Parameters for HD3167

Parameter Value 68.3% Confidence Comment
Interval Width

Other Designations
EPIC 220383386
HIP 2736
K2-96
Basic Information
R.A. 00:34:57.52 L L A
Decl. +04 22 53.3 L L A
Proper Motion in R.A. (mas yr−1) 107.6 ± 1.0 A
Proper Motion in Decl. (mas yr−1) −173.1 ± 0.7 A
Absolute Radial Velocity ( -km s 1) 19.5 ± 0.1 B
Distance to Star(pc) 45.8 ± 2.2 A
V-magnitude 8.94 ± 0.02 A
K-magnitude 7.07 ± 0.02 A
Stellar Parameters
Må (Me) 0.883 ± 0.033 C
Rå (Re) 0.828 ± 0.028 C
Limb darkening q1 0.27 ± 0.12 D
Limb darkening q2 0.62 ± 0.21 D

glog (cgs) 4.52 ± 0.03 C

Metallicity (M/H) 0.00 ± 0.08 B
Teff (K) 5370 ± 50 B
v isin ( -km s 1) <2 L L B
Mt. Wilson SHK 0.178 ± 0.005 B
Mt. Wilson ¢Rlog HK −4.97 ± 0.02 B
HD3167b
Orbital Period, P(days) 0.959628 ± 0.000012 D
Radius Ratio, RP/Rå 0.01725 ± 0.00023 D
Scaled semimajor axis, a/Rå 4.56 L -

+
0.11
0.079 D

Orbital inclination, i(deg) 88.4 L -
+

1.5
1.1 D

Transit impact parameter, b 0.131 ± 0.098 D
Transit Duration, t14(hours) 1.65 ± 0.029 D
Time of Transit tt(BJD) 2457394.37450 ± 0.00044 D
RP(R⊕) 1.557 ± 0.057 C, D

a= - -T T 1 2eq
R

aeff
1 4 1 4( )

(K)

1860 ± 160 B, C, D, E

HD3167c
Orbital Period, P(days) 29.8454 ± 0.0012 D
Radius Ratio, RP/Rå 0.0314 L -

+
0.0011
0.0028 D

Scaled semimajor axis, a/Rå 42.2 L -
+

13
6.7 D

Orbital Inclination, i(deg) 89.27 L -
+

0.85
0.51 D

Transit Impact parameter, b 0.54 ± 0.26 D
Transit Duration, t14(hours) 4.81 L -

+
0.11
0.20 D

Time of Transit tt(BJD) 2457394.9788 ± 0.0012 D
RP(R⊕) 2.85 L -

+
0.15
0.24 C, D

a= -T T 1eq
R

aeff
1 4

2
( ) (K) 500 ± 40 B, C, D, E

Note. A: parameters come from the EPIC catalog (Huber et al. 2016). B: parameters come from analysis of the TRES spectrum. C: parameters come from interpolation
of the Hipparcos parallax (van Leeuwen 2007), V-magnitude, metallicity, and effective temperature onto model isochrones. D: parameters come from analysis of K2
light curve, using samples from the MCMC fit described in Section 2.1. E: equilibrium temperatures Teq calculated assuming circular orbits, and an albedo α

uniformly distributed between 0 and 0.7. We report the day-side temperature for HD3167b and the average temperature for **HD3167c assuming perfect heat
redistribution.
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Whipple Observatory on Mt. Hopkins, AZ. We acquired one
spectrum with a spectral resolving power of Δλ/λ=44,000
on 2016 July 11. A four-minute exposure yielded a spectrum
with a signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) of 71 per resolution element
at 550 nm. We cross-correlated the spectrum with a number of
templates from our library of synthetic spectraand measured an
absolute RV of 19.5±0.1 -km s 1 from the best-matched
template. The cross-correlation function showed no evidence
for a second set of spectral lines, indicating there are no nearby,
bright blended sources within 1 or 2 arcsec.

We measured spectroscopic parameters of HD3167 using
the Stellar Parameter Classification tool (SPC;Buchhave et al.
2012, 2014), which works by cross-correlating observed
spectra with a grid of synthetic model spectra generated from
Kurucz (1992) model atmospheres. The SPC analysis revealed
that HD3167 has a temperature of Teff=5370±50 K,
metallicity of [M/H]=0.00±0.08, surface gravity of

= glog 4.54 0.10cgs,SPC , and a low projected rotational

velocity with only an upper limit on < -v isin 2 km s 1. We
also measured the flux near the cores of the calcium II H and K
lines and calculated Mt. Wilson SHK=0.178±0.005and

¢ = - Rlog 4.97 0.02HK . The star is evidently chromo-
spherically inactive.

We estimated fundamental stellar parameters using an online
interface8 that, following da Silva et al. (2006), interpolates the
star’s V-magnitude, parallax, metallicity,and effective temp-
erature onto PARSEC model isochrones (Bressan et al. 2012),
assuming the lognormal initial mass function from Chabrier
(2001). HD3167 is a dwarf star slightly smaller than the Sun,
with a mass of 0.883±0.033 Me and a radius of
0.828±0.028 Re. The models predict a surface gravity of

= glog 4.52 0.032cgs , consistent with the spectroscopic
measurement from SPC, indicating that our stellar parameters
are sensible. Stellar parameters are listed in Table 2.

2.3. Imaging

We observed HD3167 with the Robo-AO adaptive optics
system (Baranec et al. 2014; Law et al. 2014) installed at the
2.1 m telescope at Kitt Peak National Observatory (Salama
et al. 2016). We observed HD3167 with an i’-band filter on
2016 July 11, taking images at a rate of 8.6 Hz for a total of 120
s. In post-processing, we shifted and added the images together
using HD3167 as a tip/tilt guide star. The resulting image
showed no evidence of any stars other than HD3167. We
estimated a contrast curve for the Robo-AO image by
measuring the residuals from resolution element-sized regions
in the PSF-subtracted image, as described by Salama et al.
(2016) and R. Jensen-Clem et al. (2016, in preparation). The
Robo-AO image excludes 5σdetections of stars 2 magnitudes
fainter than HD3167 at 0 25 and stars 5 magnitudes fainter at
1″. Both the Robo-AO image and contrast curve are available
in machine-readable format. The Robo-AO field of view
(36″×36″) does not cover the full photometric aperture, so we
also inspected archival images from the Palomar Observatory
Sky Survey to confirm there is no evidence for faint stars in the
photometric aperture at wide separations.

3. STATISTICAL VALIDATION

We validated the planetary nature of the candidates transiting
HD3167 using statistical techniques developed by Morton
(2012) as implemented in the vespa software package
(Morton 2015). Vespa calculates the false positive probability
(FPP) of transiting planet candidates given knowledge about
the location of the planets in the sky (and hence the prevalence
of potential background objects thatcould cause astrophysical
falsepositives) as well as observational constraints. We
calculated FPPs of HD3167 b and c taking into account
constraints on the depth of a potential secondary eclipse in the
K2 light curve, the (lack of) difference in depth between even
and odd transits, and the constraints on fainter stars in the
photometric aperture from archival imaging and Robo-AO. We
constrained the depth of possible secondary eclipses by
measuring the scatter in the depths of putative eclipses at
different phases in the planet’s orbit, and conservatively chose
limits of 12 ppm for the inner planet, and 40 ppm for the outer
planet. We calculate FPPs of roughly 10−3 and 10−4 for
HD3167b and HD3167c, respectively. The FPPs for both
candidates are low because K2 field 8 is at a high galactic
latitude where the density of stars is low so there are few
potential background contaminants. The fact that these
candidates are found in a multi-planet system further lowers
the FPPs by about a factor of 30, which we estimated using the
number of single- and multi-candidate systems we detected in
our search of K2 Campaign 8, following Lissauer et al. (2012).
We therefore consider the candidates transiting HD3167 to be
validated as genuine exoplanets.

4. DISCUSSION

The main importance of the HD3167 planetary system is
due to the brightness and proximity of the host star. With a
V-magnitude of 8.94, slow projected rotation of less than 2

-km s 1, and low activity, HD3167 is highly suitable for
precise RV observations to measure the planets’ masses. If
HD3167b is rocky with a mass of about 4 M⊕, it should
induce RV variations with a semiamplitude of about 3 -m s 1.
Depending on its composition, HD3167c could induce RV
variations with a semiamplitude of anywhere between 1 -m s 1

(for a roughly 5 M⊕ planet) and 3 -m s 1(for a roughly 15 M⊕
planet). These signals should be readily detectable with modern
spectrographs.
HD3167c is one of the best currently known small planets

for atmospheric characterization with transit transmission
spectroscopy. We downloaded a list of transiting planets with
radii smaller than 4 R⊕ from the NASA Exoplanet Archive
(Akeson et al. 2013) and calculated the expected S/N one
could hope to accumulate per transit compared to the expected
scale height of each planets’ atmosphere. In particular, we
calculated

/


µ
R H Ft

R
S N 1

p 14

2
( )

m
=H

k T

g
, 2

b eq ( )

where Rp is the planet’s radius, Rå is the star’s radius, H is the
atmosphere’s scale height, kb is Boltzmann’s constant, Teq is
the planet’s equilibrium temperature, μ is the atmosphere’s
mean molecular weight, g is the planets’ surface gravity, t14 is

8 http://stev.oapd.inaf.it/cgi-bin/param
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the transit duration, and F is the flux from the star. We
calculated F from the host stars’ H-band magnitudes to test
suitability for observations with the Hubble Space Telescope’s
Wide Field Camera 3 instrument, and we assumed that planets
less dense than rocky structural models (Zeng et al. 2016) have
atmospheres dominated by molecular hydrogen, while planets
consistent with rocky structural models have atmospheres
dominated by heavier molecules (like oxygen).

Table 1 ranks the small transiting exoplanets most amenable
to atmospheric characterization. If HD3167c has a thick
gaseous envelope, as expected based on mass measurements of
similarly sized exoplanets (Weiss & Marcy 2014), only four
known small planets are more amenable to atmospheric
characterization. This does not necessarily mean atmospheric
features will be detected in HD3167c–GJ 1214 b is by far the
most amenable small planet for transit spectroscopy, but its
transmission spectrum is masked by clouds or hazes (Kreidberg
et al. 2014). Indeed, three of the four small planets more
amenable to atmospheric characterization than HD3167c have
flat transmission spectra inconsistent with a hydrogen-domi-
nated atmosphere. A major goal for transmission spectro-
scopists is understanding which planets form thick clouds or
hazes, and on which planets clear skies permit transit
spectroscopy. When TESS launches, it will likely find about
80 planets comparable to or better than HD3167c for
transmission spectroscopy (as calculated above for existing
planets). Studying HD3167c now could inform the choice of
which TESS planets should be observed to most efficiently
learn about the atmospheres of small planets.

Unlike most known multi-transiting systems, the planets in
the HD3167 system are widely separated in orbital period. The
period ratio of Pc/Pb=31.1 is larger than the period ratios of
99% of all pairs of adjacent planets in the Kepler Data Release
24 planet candidate catalog (Coughlin et al. 2016). This could
suggest the presence of additional, non-transiting, planets in the
HD3167 system that might be revealed by RV observations.

With a period of just 0.96 days, HD3167b is an example of
an ultra-short-period (USP) planet, as defined by Sanchis-Ojeda
et al. (2014) (although its period is longer than the 12 hr cutoff
chosen by Jackson et al. 2013). Sanchis-Ojeda et al. (2014)
found that in the Kepler sample, essentially all USP planets
have radii smaller than 2 R⊕, indicating that the intense
radiation so close to their host stars has stripped the planets of
thick gaseous envelopes. Even though RV studies have shown
that 1.6 R⊕ planets often have thick gaseous envelopes,
HD3167b’s radiation environment makes it likely its
composition is also predominantly rocky.

Finally, we note that the short period of HD3167b makes it
likely that spectroscopic observations of HD3167c’s atmos-
phere might overlap with a transit of the inner planet (see, for
example, de Wit et al. 2016). This could be an efficient way to
rule out a hydrogen-dominated atmosphere for HD3167b.
Observers should be cautious, however, to ensure that a transit
of HD3167b not interfere with out-of-transit observations
necessary for calibration.
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